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recaps, quizzes, & more
After Sunset: feat. DIPLO

For all the Lions out there who had been missing live concerts during the pandemic, ASLMU brought the music back in our lives with the help of Mane Entertainment & Student Housing! From the comfort of their homes, Lions had the chance to sit back, relax, & jam out at After Sunset 2021!

With live performances from student DJs Jozondi & Jorge Sanatana, who won our DJ Competition back in the fall. Last but not least the one & only DIPLO. It was a night like no other! Free concert, free swag, free meet & greet with DIPLO, who could ask for more! After Sunset 2021 was a hit!

TikTok Competition
Back by popular demand, our second TikTok Competition of the year was a hit! With all the great submissions, it was hard to pick a winner, but the Lions voted for Carina O’Connor, showing off her ICONIC modeling career as an 11-year-old. Congrats Carina! Check out the winning TikTok here:

Talk with ME Lineup
Episode 11 - Cathraxia
Tune in to hear Sophomore film production & psychology major Cathraxia talk about her upcoming projects, what it’s like combining creative projects with different majors, & using art as a form of self-reflection & realization.

Episode 12 - Will Streissguth
Check out our last episode of Talk with ME for the semester, where we chat with junior film production major Will Streissguth. He’s on the video production team for LMU Marketing & Communications & is working on his own documentary. Tune in to hear us discuss his background in film, projects at LMU, & creative inspo & advice.

Crisp Comedy with Patti Harrison
Patti Harrison joined our Signature Events team on Zoom to talk all about the comedy industry from the perspective of a transgender woman & being the first trans woman to get cast as the lead in a Disney movie! Lions had the chance to hear Patti discuss industry tips for comedic performances, how to navigate the entertainment industry as a woman—specifically as a trans woman—and where the entertainment industry is headed in terms of diversity & inclusion! What a great night!
Tyler Cameron  
1.13
Bachelor Nation fans were surprised once again when Tyler Cameron joined our Signature Team on Zoom back at the start of the spring semester. Students were thrilled to ask him questions and get a glimpse at the personal life of Tyler. Even more so, a few lucky students won a meet-and-greet!

Spotlight Events

Summer Showcase 9.05
At the beginning of the Fall semester, students had the chance to share their music, art, films, & more at our first event of the year, our End of Summer Showcase. A select group of students showed off their incredible talents & phenomenal work with their fellow lions, who then voted on their favorite pieces. The night was filled with excitement, love, and support! Congrats to our big winners of the night: Shashwat Punjabi -film winner; Cate Chapman & Yemaya -Fine Art Winners; and Brooklyn Kelly -Music Winner.

Talk with ME  
10.16
Back in October our Spotlight team released the first episode of the Talk with ME podcast! Since then, a new episode has been released every other week! With an array of special guests—all fellow lions—the Talk with ME podcast has been going strong all year. Be sure to check out every episode if you haven't already!

Special Events

Mane Game Night 9.18
The Special Events team started the year out with a very popular Trivia Game night over Twitch. Hosted by the admiral Gus, students went through multiple rounds of fun, interesting, and engaging trivia. Students had the chance to show off their knowledge & win gift cards!

Paint with ME 3.17
Bachelor Nation fans were surprised once again when Tyler Cameron joined our Signature Team on Zoom back at the start of the spring semester. Students were thrilled to ask him questions and get a glimpse at the personal life of Tyler. Even more so, a few lucky students won a meet-and-greet!

Mike Johnson 9.23
Bachelor & Bachelorette fans had a blast when Mike Johnson joined our Signature Team on Zoom for a night of laughs, secrets, and more during the fall semester! From his service in the Air Force to his appearance on reality TV, & now with his new book about self-love & diversity, Mike shared his experiences & advice on how to live life to its fullest. Buy his book Making the Love You Want on Amazon now!
asiana tam
Graphic Designer
“I’ve been obsessed with making cheesy corn, I saw the recipe on TikTok & I’ve been missing going to Korean BBQ during the pandemic. This meal has definitely given me something to keep me happy until we can go back & enjoy it in person. The cheese is super stringy & it literally melts in your mouth. It’s super easy & delicious, I can’t get enough of it!”

jorge santana
Programming Assistant
“My music taste is generally all over the place, but lately I’ve been listening to loads of EDM, particularly dubstep. The artist known as MUST DIE! released an absolute banger “Sorrow Tech” that has a crazy flow & sound design. The don Excision also collaboed with Subtronics to bless us with “Bunker Buster” which will make you want to open the pit anywhere you’re at.”

leika wong
Programming Assistant
“La La Land directed by Damien Chazelle will forever be special to me because of its meaning. The ending is incredibly bittersweet as Chazelle wanted to emphasize that some people come into each other’s lives not to stay forever, but to make a huge impact. The intense choreography & cinematography also helps to showcase many of Los Angeles’ famous landmarks!”
Summer Bucket List
Vaxxed Edition
Ready for the world to go (somewhat) back to normal now that you’re fully vaccinated? Here’s some ideas on how to live it up this summer!

Vaccination Party:
Have you and your close friends been fully vaccinated? Have the people they live with been vaccinated as well? Well, then that’s a perfect reason to celebrate. This summer, have a small party with your vaccinated friends with cake, movies, hugging, & more to boost your mood & toast your good health!

Wheel of Meals:
Create a wheel spinner with the names of places you want to eat with a friend. Each weekend of summer, spin the wheel & eat at that place. Cross off each name as you go until you’ve visited them all. This concept can also work with activities like museums, stores, movies, books, activities, & more.

See Your Family:
With the world shut down, it’s likely you haven’t seen some of your family in a very long time. If you and your family members are fully vaccinated, this summer, you should plan to see them, hug them, & enjoy each other’s presence again. With the weight of school gone, seeing loved ones will be a great way to kick off your summer plans and will put a smile on both of your faces.

Which Mane Entertainment Event Are You?
It’s been another great year of events, but this year it’s all been virtual. Ever wonder what other events have happened on campus? What the vibe would be? Which one you’d like most? Take this quiz and figure out which one would be the best fit for you!

UnVaxxed Edition
Ready for Summer Break, but still socially distanced while waiting for your vaccine? Here’s some ideas to brighten up your summer!

Cooking Competition:
Ever watched MasterChef or Chopped? Decide a few ingredients to buy from the store. Zoom call your friends & create a dish using those ingredients & anything else in your household in only 30 minutes. Though you won’t be able to try each other’s meals, the excitement around cooking will make this challenge worthwhile.

Movie Marathon:
Summer is a great time to have a movie marathon. Through Netflix Party, Disney+ Rooms, or any other streaming service group watch, you & your friends can enjoy a long night inside. Having a distanced movie marathon means you get to move around while watching the movie, don’t have to worry about falling asleep on your friend’s floor, & so much more. Some of our go-to franchises are Harry Potter & Star Wars.

Redecorate Your Room:
Being online for a year now, our bedrooms have become not only our safe-space, but our classroom, library, stress zone, dining room, sleeping quarters, & more. By redecorating & rearranging your room, you’ll feel that heaviness from online class leave your happy place. With a little music & a creative mind, it will be a really fun challenge for the beginning of summer.

Easter Egg Hunt with ME
As we look back at the events that happened during April, we can’t forget Easter. & what’s a better way to celebrate than with an Easter egg hunt! How many movie Easter eggs can YOU identify?? Scan the QR code to find out!
Senior Dedications

Mane Entertainment Seniors: Ashton Clopton, Carlie Doll, Smitty Dukes, & Asiana Tam

To our seniors, congratulations on making it to the end! We are all so proud of you & everything you have accomplished. Not only have you helped put on & market some incredible events this year & in the past, but you did it all while finishing your education & that's an incredible accomplishment! You all have made working for Mane so much fun & without you all we wouldn't be able to do all that we do! We will miss you all like crazy, but we are so excited to see all the incredible things that you are going to do after graduation! We wish you the best of luck moving forward and thank you for everything you have done here at Mane!

Love,
Mane Entertainment
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